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MANAGEMENT PLAN SUMMARY 
 
DESCRIPTION 
This plan addresses the management of a wooded former pitmound and adjacent 
grassland to the north-east of Ironbridge.  The area is surrounded by housing 
and roads and contains several rights of way.  It is used by local people as a 
thoroughfare and a local recreational resource and is in many senses a community 
woodland.  
 
After the end of mining in 1912, some of what is now the western woodland area 
was partly planted with pine, but largely left to regenerate naturally.  Some 
access and improvement works were carried out by Telford Development Corporation 
in the mid-1970s and more recently the SGCT has carried out woodland, heathland 
and grassland management work. 
 
The Crostan is characterised as an urban countryside site, with good links to 
adjacent countryside, relatively high landscape value and well-established local 
community use.  Its main characteristics are; 
 
*  extensive mixed woodland  
*  many neighbour and boundary issues 
*  robust rights of way network with good north / south links    
*  lowland heath fragment 
*  unimproved grassland 
*  landscape value 
*  cultural value 
*  potential for interpretation 
 
Objectives for management and a series of limits for monitoring these main 
characteristics are outlined.  The site is evaluated for nature conservation, 
landscape, cultural value, access and interpretation potential.  Management 
proposals are outlined which aim to balance the Crostan's characteristics and 
the factors that affect them with the Trust's management objectives for the site 
and to ensure that the plan itself is regularly reviewed. 
 
 
 
 



MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS; 
WOODLAND 
Objective - maintain mixed woodland cover through at least 75% of existing 
woodland area. 
*  retain large pine on western flank for next 20 years, then begin 
 recruitment of younger replacements by small-scale selective felling and 
 restocking. 
*  thin remaining woodland areas on ten year cycle, promoting development of  
 broadleaves and retain up to 25% pine in canopy. 
 
LOWLAND HEATHLAND 
Objective - maintain existing heather area and extend by up to 20% of current 
area. 
*  regular removal of encroaching woody vegetation from existing heather 
 areas 
*  cut mature heather areas on a 20 year cycle to promote regeneration  
*  extend existing heather area by up to 20% by woodland edges thinning 
 
UNIMPROVED GRASSLAND 
Objective - maintain species diversity of characteristic plants, reduce invasive 
species,  extend scrub area at southern margin, reduce damaging / inappropriate 
use.  
*  continue annual cut and collect grass regime on main area 
*  allow development of scrub at southern margin to reinforce wooded link 
 eastwards to Lloyds Coppice 
 
ACCESS 
Objective - continue to provide an effective rights of way network in The 
Crostan. 
*  retain all existing routes within woodland / grassland barring exceptional 
 circumstances 
*  maintain all paths, path corridors and fixtures to an appropriate standard 
*  re-route southern section footpath to reduce potential hazard to 
 pedestrians  
 
NEIGHBOURS / BOUNDARY ISSUES 
Objective - reduce damaging activities, liaise with site neighbours, emphasise 
public nature of the site.  
*  continue liaison with Landscape Wardens, neighbours, police 
*  support relevant schemes to reduce dumping 
*  identify opportunities to involve local people in the site and its 
 management 
 
LANDSCAPE VALUE 
Objective - maintain and enhance internal and external landscape value and 
regain key views out of the woodland area. 
*  respect landscape value in all woodland operations 
*  widen path corridors by thinning and coppicing, cut glades to improve 
 sightlines 
*  regain views through thinning work and where necessary, by limited 
 selective felling 
 
CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 
Objective- acknowledge and conserve the cultural value of The Crostan. 
*  retain / restock pines as distinctive local feature 
*  contact local history group(s) to explore potential projects 
* attempt to fill gaps in 20th century site history   
 
POTENTIAL FOR INTERPRETATION 
Objective - to convey the presence and value of the site to local users and 
provide a sense of  accessibility and welcome to the site.   



*  low-key interpretation board to inform users and raise awareness of site 
 values and origins  
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1.0 DESCRIPTION 
 
The Crostan, or Styches Wood as it is also known locally, is approximately 7ha. 
of secondary woodland just north-east of Ironbridge, sloping roughly north-
south, with 2.5ha. of adjacent grassland. 
 
Local surface geology comprises overburden Pennystone Shales from coal and 
ironstone workings that mainly occurred in the late 19th / early 20th centuries.  
The deeper geology is Middle and Lower Coal Measures.  
 
The main tree cover in the western woodland area is a mixture of Corsican Pine 
and Scots Pine, some of it up to sixty years old, with younger Scots Pine 
regeneration and mixed natural regeneration of mainly oak, birch, willow and 
aspen.  The pine in this woodland makes it a particularly distinctive feature in 
the local landscape. 
 
A small (0.8 ha.) area of heathland is present in the south-central area of the 
woodland area, with several damp flushes containing sphagnum mosses.  
 
Thorn hedges and some ash are present at the eastern side of the woodland. 
 
A small pool is present at the northern edge of the main woodland area - it 
rarely contains standing water.   
 
The main area of grassland to the west of the woodland is unimproved pasture 
(i.e. mixed species of grasses and other plants rather than more conventional 
modern agricultural grassland which tend to contain only one or two main grass 
species).  The grassland has been assessed as having moderate ecological value.  
 
The Crostan and adjacent grassland is bounded by dense housing to the north and 
north-east, privately-owned grassland and woodland to the south and by private 
gardens and the Madeley / Ironbridge road to the west. 
 
The site contains several footpath routes and a bridleway (see plan 1) and is 
used mainly by local people, principally by dog-walkers and by children as a 
local play and recreation area. 
 
As with virtually all SGCT holdings, the freehold of the area is owned by 
Telford and Wrekin Council (T&WC), but leased for 999 years to SGCT who are 
wholly responsible for its management. 
 
The wooded part of the Crostan is within the Ironbridge Gorge Conservation Area 
and the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site.  It has been identified as a Site 
of Ecological Value by Shropshire Wildlife Trust.  The entire plan area is 
included in Telford and Wrekin Councils Green Network. 
 
No easements or wayleaves are known that relate to this site.  The Crostan 
contains land in both Madeley Parish and the Gorge Parish.  
  
 



2.0 PAST AND CURRENT MANAGEMENT 
 
The early history of The Crostan area was dominated by agricultural land-use 
and, from the 14th century onwards, the working of coal and ironstones from the 
Middle and Lower Coal Measures.  The woodland area that occupies the western 
part of the plan site, now identified as The Crostan, was variously known as 
Styches or Crawstone ('Crostan') and was worked through to 1912 when the last 
colliery (coal and ironstone) closed. 
 
It would appear that following the pit closure, the site lay abandoned for some 
twenty years until an area of pine was planted on the western flank.  Little is 
known of what management took place through to Telford Development Corporation's 
(TDC) acquisition of the area in the mid-1970's.  Mine shafts in the woodland 
area were then filled and capped, a network of existing footpaths was surfaced 
and landscape furniture was installed, including a viewing point in the north-
east corner of the woodland. 
 
There have been many fires within the woodland area over the years, with 
evidence seen in charred stems and burnt timber in the pine areas.  
 
The SGCT became responsible for the area in 1993.  Management work since then 
has involved a range of tasks, listed in the work record (Appendix A). 
 
The entire woodland area is entered into a Woodland Grant Scheme (WGS) contract 
with the Forestry Commission ( Forestry Commission scheme no. 0213000878, 1995-
2000).    
 
Further thinning of the central woodland area to favour broadleaves and selected 
pine and to extend the area of heather will be carried out in autumn 1998. 
 
The Trust's management work has been carried out using local contractors and 
through projects with the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV). 



3.0 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CROSTAN 
 
*  Extensive mixed woodland cover 
*  Lowland heath fragment 
*  Unimproved grassland  
*  Robust rights of way network with good, practical linkages, especially 
 north / south      
* Many neighbours and boundary issues 
*  Landscape value - internal and external 
*  Cultural significance 
* Potential for interpretation 
 
 
4.0 CONTEXT  
 
The Crostan is a distinctive and unusual woodland site.  It is an urban 
woodland, more urban in nature than most other SGCT sites but closely associated 
with other local pitmound woods through similarities in landscape and vegetation 
and also through the level and type of local community use.  
 
This distinctive type of woodland with its urban location gives the Trust 
particular opportunities and responsibilities.  The value of this relatively 
small woodland and grassland site to local users is high, giving opportunities 
for local countryside recreation close to home for many people and links to 
other public woodland and open space sites. 
    
The heathland is a key part of the relatively small area of lowland heath 
managed by the SGCT.  Lowland heath is a key habitat in both the Telford and 
Wrekin and Shropshire County Biodiversity Challenge programmes.     
 
Its landscape value is relatively high.  The woodland and grassland forms an 
important landscape and wildlife link to the large Lloyds Coppice ancient semi-
natural woodland block to the south-east and to the plantation woodland strip 
running along its northern edge. 
 
 
 



 
5.0 FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE OR MAY INFLUENCE THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
CROSTAN 
 
A range of factors influence the future of an area of land such as the Crostan.  
Some relate to the natural or semi-natural factors that affect the site, others 
are a result of the way people use the site.  They include;  
  
*  SGCT's aims and management objectives for the site 
 
*  natural / semi-natural factors 
 ~ regeneration of trees and woody shrubs 
 ~ hydrology of the site- wet flushes / pool 
  
*  human factors  
 ~ use of the area for access and recreation 
 ~ fire starting, deliberate and accidental 
 ~ litter and dumping of household / garden waste 
  



6.0 EVALUATION 
 
6.1 Nature conservation 
The Crostan has mixed secondary woodland communities with moderate ecological 
value compared to many other SGCT woodlands. 
 
The area does not carry any statutory nature conservation designations, but has 
been identified as a Site of Ecological Value by Shropshire Wildlife Trust, 
which identifies it as an important site for nature conservation in the Telford 
Area.  It is also included in Telford and Wrekin Council's Green Network. 
 
The lowland heath fragment contained in the woodland area is small but 
significant in the context of the Trust's landholdings and local biodiversity.  
Lowland heath is a key habitat in local Biodiversity Challenge programmes.   
 
The overall area links to the much larger Lloyds Coppice woodlands which in turn 
link through to the Blists Hill valley woodlands. 
 
The main grassland area linking the woodland to Lloyds Coppice has been 
identified as having moderate ecological value with potential to improve through 
appropriate management- it contains a series of species characteristic of 
unimproved grassland.   
 
The relatively dense local tree and shrub cover afforded by adjacent local 
gardens, the Galleon Park and small areas of secondary woodland south of the 
Crostan, also form an almost continuous link down to the riverside. 
 
Recent survey and evaluation work has shown modest breeding bird activity in the 
site with no rare or endangered species present.  
 
The scrub to the south of the grassland offers potential to strengthen the 
wooded link between the Crostan and Lloyds Coppice. 
 
6.2 Landscape 
The Crostan is a distinctive landscape feature in the wider Gorge landscape, 
particularly through the presence of the pine on the western flank.  
 
The internal landscape value of the site is at best moderate - it could be 
improved by edge and glade treatments allowing better sightlines and views along 
the footpath and bridleway routes and by creating graded woodland edges along 
the path corridors. 
 
Views out from the woodland are limited but again capable of improvement.  Views 
out from the grassland area are significant, allowing the sweeping southern 
valley slopes of the Gorge to be seen. 
 
The pine planting is a locally distinctive landscape feature.  
 
Appendix B, an extract from a recent landscape assessment commissioned by SGCT, 
gives an independent account of the landscape issues associated with the Crostan 
and landscape management recommendations. 



6.3 Cultural value 
The physical landform of the woodland area is largely a product of past mining 
activity, an industry now absent from the local area.  This association between 
landform and former land-use may be obvious to many local people but less 
immediate to others, particularly younger people who have not seen the physical 
effects of mining at first hand.   
 
The distinctive pine planting on the western flank and the age of the larger 
pine characterise the site as being partly replanted in the 1930's.  At this 
time many other Telford pitmounds were planted-up with Scots and Corsican Pine.  
This activity coincided with a period of economic decline and depression - 
unemployed miners were apparently paid on a workfare-type scheme to plant the 
pines and 'reclaim' the pit mounds.  
 
This history means that local pit-mounds, including the Crostan, have a strong 
place in the memories of many local people.  This adds an important human 
dimension to their significance as landscape features and links the Crostan to 
other distinctive local plantings on former pit mounds at Madeley, Dawley and 
Oakengates. 
 
The Crostan is adjacent to housing areas, particularly to the north and is 
relatively well-used for recreation and as a thoroughfare.  The grassland area 
is heavily used by dog walkers and the woodland and scrub areas tend to be areas 
used for play by local children.   
 
Some site problems also relate to the proximity of local housing and informal 
recreational use, particularly dumping of refuse and garden waste in the 
woodland and occasional deliberate fires.  
 
The area is notable for at least two former buildings of some historical 
interest.  A Jacobean mansion house known as Bedlam Hall, associated with the 
Anstice family was apparently sited in the area between the Horse and Jockey and 
the south western woodland edge.  This building was demolished in the early 20th 
century though a large fireplace and chimney was still in place in 1928. 
 
Further east, in the area above Wesley Road, a pub called the Old House at Home 
was destroyed in a 1932 landslip. 
 
6.4 Access  
The Crostan contains several definitive and permissive rights of way - see plan 
1.  
The most used routes are the north/south footpath from Benthall View down to 
Wesley Road and the eastern connecting path through the grassland to the 
plantation strip (owned by Telford and Wrekin Council) above Lloyds Coppice.  
The bridleway from Benthall View eastwards through to the plantation strip 
appears to be little-used by horse riders. 
 
The location of the Crostan is such that very few visitors to the Gorge use the 
paths - virtually all use seems to be by local people.   
 
There appears to be potential to improve provision for access use on the main 
paths by improving the management of the path corridors, making them more open 
and grading the woodland edges back from the paths.  Informal comments from 
local people support this view.  
 
The footpath route at the southern end of the woodland area runs over a steep 
surfaced driveway to several private properties.  This has caused problems with 
vehicles and pedestrians using the same narrow and steep route, particularly 
when the route is wet or icy.  This section of footpath is non-definitive.  
Providing an alternative route just west of the existing line could reduce 
potential risk at this point.  



 
 
6.5 Potential for interpretation 
At present the Crostan carries very little fixed information within the site.  
Simple site-name posts with a welcome message and contact number for SGCT are 
located at three main access points into / out of the woodland area. 
 
The grassland area carries no identification as a SGCT site so it is likely that 
many existing local users do not associate it with the Trust. 
 
The recent history of the site and its direct influence on its distinctive 
landscape suggests that there is potential to use good interpretive material and 
techniques to tell the story of the Crostan's development to local users.  Any 
fixed material (such as boards or panels) need to be simple, clear, unscientific 
in its style and approach and provoke the attraction, curiosity or interest of 
site users.  It should also be robust and use locally appropriate materials. 
 



7.0 OBJECTIVES, LIMITS AND MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS FOR THE CROSTAN 
 
The Crostan is an unusual and distinctive site.  Appropriate long term 
management will add value to it as a local, community woodland and improve its 
landscape and wildlife value.  Opportunities exist to engage and involve people 
in the site through interpretation and to work with local people to find out 
more about its past history.   
 
The main characteristics of the Crostan and the different factors that affect 
them have been outlined in previous sections of this plan.  This section aims to 
consider and balance them against the Trust's overall management objectives and 
to identify a clear set of management proposals for this site. 
 
The work that flows from these proposals will be monitored- we need to be sure 
that the work is meeting the Trust's objectives for the Crostan.  The objectives 
themselves need to be reviewed to ensure that they remain relevant and effective 
in future years. 
 
The entire plan will be reviewed regularly.  Firstly the plan will be reviewed 
annually to check that work identified in the plan for the year has been carried 
out. 
 
Secondly, a long-term review will be carried out every five years to determine: 
- are the aims and management objectives being met? 
- has the site and / or site issues changed? 
- are the original objectives still relevant for the site? 
 
 
The Trust's principal aims for the Crostan are: 
* to manage and develop the Crostan as a local community woodland 
* to conserve and balance the value of the Crostan for landscape, nature 
conservation, local access and recreation 



A - EXTENSIVE MIXED WOODLAND COVER 
 
Objective - to maintain mixed woodland cover throughout The Crostan where; 
~  there is woodland cover on a minimum of 75% of the existing woodland area 
~  there is 60-80 % broadleaves of over 3 metres top height and 20-40% pine 
 of over 3m. top height within the central and southern areas marked on 
 plan 2  
~  the larger pine (over 35cm. diameter at breast height, or DBH, which is a 
 trees diameter measured at 1.3m. above ground level) on the western flank 
 occupy at least 80% of the woodland canopy 
~  pine is successfully regenerated by either natural regeneration or 
 restocking 
~ all timber generated is used to best value by SGCT, community use, partner 
 organisations or sold to an appropriate market 
 
Management proposal; 
1.  Retain all pine with DBH of 35cm.+ on western flank up to year 2020.  At 
year 2020, identify up to four small (less than 0.2 ha.) coups to be selectively 
felled, retaining 25% of standing trees (measured in terms of canopy cover) in 
each coup and restock with locally-sourced pine.  Extract timber with low impact 
equipment.  Centre coups on smaller trees and retain best 'character' trees.  
Weed and protect restock areas annually as required, until pine reaches 3 m. top 
height. 
 
2.  Remaining woodland areas (southern, eastern and northern areas) to be 
thinned on a ten year cycle starting 2005, aiming to promote development of 
broadleaves and retain up to 25% pine.  (Existing WGS thinning cycle will be 
carried out in autumn 1998)  
 
Monitoring - all on ten year cycle  
~  total extent of woodland cover 
~  species composition in central and southern area  
~  % canopy cover of pine with DBH of 35 cm+ on the western flank 
~  pine regenerated on western flank       
~  thinning carried out on ten year cycle 
 
 



B - LOWLAND HEATHLAND 
 
Objective - to maintain the heathland area where; 
~  Calluna / vaccinium dominated heath vegetation will occupy 60-90% of the 
 existing heathland area 
~  Woody species and grasses occupy a maximum of 20% of existing heathland 
 area   
~  Total area of heathland on site increases by a maximum of 20% of current 
 area 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Use woodland thinning work to open-up areas for heather seeding at outer 
margins of existing heather glades.  Accept natural regeneration of heather, or 
if this is unsuccessful, consider artificial seeding with locally-collected 
seed.  (Next woodland thinning cycle due autumn 1998, thereafter repeated on a 
ten-year cycle). 
 
2. Remove encroaching woody vegetation from the heather glade, using physical 
pulling, cutting and chemical treatment as required.  This removal programme to 
be applied annually during August-October, using contractors or volunteers if 
available. 
 
3. Regenerate even-aged sections of mature heather glade by cutting on a 20 
year cycle beginning 2015, using similar techniques to those employed in trial 
cut during 1995.  Determine appropriate scale and location of cutting areas in 
relation to development of heather areas over time, incidence of fire or other 
damage etc. 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle  
~  % of calluna / vaccinium vegetation in existing heathland area  
~  % grasses / woody spp. in existing heathland area  
~  % increase in overall heathland area  
~ continue to monitor species distribution and diversity in burnt/unburnt 
 sections 
 
 



C - OPEN GRASSLAND 
 
Objective- to maintain the open grassland where; 
~  existing range of species characteristic of unimproved grasslands is 
 maintained or increased 
~  invasive species, such as false oat grass and cocksfoot, are reduced to 
 less than 10% of overall sward   
~  existing use by walkers and horse riders is maintained  
~  scrub at southern margin develops to strengthen wooded link from Crostan 
 to Lloyds such that scrub habitat extends to occupy a maximum of 25% of 
 current overall grassland area  
~  inappropriate use of the open grassland e.g. motorcycles, is minimised 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Continue annual cut and collect grass cutting regime, timed late July / 
 early August    
 
2. Reduce extent of grass cutting to allow extension of scrub at southern 
 margin 
 
3. Continue to monitor inappropriate use, respond to contacts from adjacent 
 residents and liaise with police/ T&WC landscape wardens as required   
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle  
~  assess species diversity in area managed with cut and collect system every 
 five years 
~  assess extent and development of scrub at southern margins every five 
 years 



D - ACCESS  
 
Objective- to continue to provide an effective access network within The 
Crostan, where; 
~  all existing path / bridleway corridors, surfaces and landscape furniture 
 are maintained to an appropriate standard that encourages and sustains 
 local use 
~  all existing routes are adequately signed and waymarked 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Retain all existing routes within the woodland and grassland areas unless 
important operational or health and safety reasons dictate otherwise.  
 
2. Maintain all surfaces, signage, landscape furniture and path corridors to 
an appropriate standard.  This includes a regular programme of litter removal 
(at least every two weeks) along the main north/south footpath and reactive work 
to remove dumping of refuse or bulk rubbish in the woodland or grassland areas. 
 Landscape furniture/ signage inspected every two months. 
 
3. Re-route southern end of footpath link to Wesley Rd. to provide 
alternative to steep roadway.  This will reduce potentially hazardous conflict 
between walkers and vehicles climbing / descending a steep and slippery slope- 
see plan 2 for proposed layout. 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle  
~  lengths of existing routes maintained- 0% change unless for H+S reasons 
~  no. of defects on corridor, surface and furniture 
~  no. of routes not signed / marked 
 



E - NEIGHBOURS AND BOUNDARY ISSUES  
 
Objective - to manage the Crostan where; 
~  damaging impacts on the site are reduced to 5 incidents per year that 
 require management action (baseline over recent years averages 5 
 incidents) 
~  productive liaison occurs with the principal neighbouring landowners (T&WC 
 and adjacent private property) to help achieve compatible approaches to 
 management 
~ the site is regularly monitored to check condition and identify management 
 requirements 
 
Management proposal; 
1.  Site is walked at least once every ten working days to monitor condition 
 and respond to management needs 
2. Continue liaison with T&WC landscape managers and Landscape Warden 
 Service- ongoing. 
 
3. Support relevant information/ awareness programmes that could reduce 
 garden waste dumping on SGCT and neighbouring land.  Liaise with T&WC and 
 SWT Garden Watch scheme if relevant- ongoing. 
 
 
Monitoring - all annually  
~  no. of damaging or negative incidents that require management action per 
 year 
~  no. of occasions where productive liaison occurs 
~ record of site condition reports and management actions where required. 
 



F - LANDSCAPE VALUE - INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL 
 
Objective - to maintain The Crostan in a favourable condition where; 
~  its external landscape value is maintained or enhanced 
~  internal landscape value is maintained or enhanced 
~  key views and vistas out of the woodland areas are regained through 
 management intervention 
      
Management proposal;  
1. Fully consider all landscape implications in planning/ executing all 
woodland operations. 
 
2. Cut glades at path intersections and scallop path edges (widen clearings 
at the edges of paths) to improve sightlines and provide better orientation. 
 
3.  Use planned thinning operations to regain views out from woodland at 
former viewpoint site, north-east woodland corner, allowing better views out 
towards Benthall Edge and Ladywood- see plan 2 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle  
~  key views / vistas regained and maintained from former viewpoint in north-
 east corner of woodland, with views out to south and south-east 
~  views out from grassland area across Jackfield are maintained  
~  no. of 'landscape problems' caused or encountered in plan period- e.g. 
 significant canopy breaks, angular or intrusive features visible on 
 skyline or within overall site canopy 
 



G - CULTURAL VALUE INCLUDING LAND - USE HISTORY   
 
Objective - to acknowledge and conserve the cultural value of The Crostan   
where;  
~  the distinctive pine plantations on the western flank are managed so that 
 they can be maintained and regenerated in-situ, using appropriate 
 silvicultural systems 
~  appropriate opportunities are taken to source and record site history and 
 information that relates to the past-uses and cultural history of the site 
~  any relevant physical features and remains are recorded and assessed when 
 discovered 
~  site management continues to provide opportunities for local countryside 
 recreation 
  
Management proposal;  
1. Retain and regenerate the pine plantations as outlined above. 
 
2. Contact Madeley History Group and investigate interest in a Crostan 
project- potential ideas include gathering local memories of the mine and 
reclamation planting or other interests expressed by local people.  
Autumn/Winter 1999. 
 
 
Monitoring - as required     
~  % of the western pine plantations are regenerated in-situ by target year. 
~  no. of contacts made that allow cultural history of The Crostan to be 
 recorded. 
~  no. of features / remains recorded / assessed following discovery 
 
 
H - POTENTIAL FOR INTERPRETATION 
 
Objective - to convey the presence and value of the Crostan to local users and 
provide a sense of accessibility and welcome to the site. 
 
Management proposal; 
 
1.  Install site name and welcome markers at main grassland entrances.  Summer 
1999.   
 
2.  Develop low-key interpretation board to raise awareness of sites past and 
current value, drawing on local contacts and information from proposed history 
project.  Winter 1999. 
 



I - MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW 
 
Objective - carry out regular annual review of the Crostan management plan. 
 
Management proposal; 
 
1. Check that planned tasks for review year have been carried out. 
 
2. Amend following year's work programme as necessary. 
 
Monitoring - all annually  
 
~ annual review carried out. 
 
Objective - carry out long - term review of the Crostan management plan. 
 
Management proposal; 
 
1. Check that individual management objectives are being met. 
 
2. Check that the Trust's overall aims are being met. 
 
3. Identify whether the site or site issues have changed. 
 
4. Identify relevant new information that may have come to light. 
 
5. amend the plan to accommodate changes required from 1-4 above 
 
Monitoring - every five years  
 
~ long term review carried out. 
 
~ amendments / changes made where relevant 
 



8.0 RESPONSES TO PUBLIC CONSULTATION COMMENTS 
 The following points were raised during the public consultation process. 
 
i. 'not convinced that there are good reasons to retain pines in the 
woodland'.  There must be a strong argument to encourage change to deciduous 
woodland so that north and south sides of the Gorge match in terms of woodland 
type.   
 
ii. Heathland - suggests that the two small areas will not be viable long-term 
due to high pressure of invasive seedlings plus accumulation of plant litter and 
nutrients.  The larger areas of heathland in Telford are more viable and 
important.  Upper (larger) area is more viable and valuable as a clearing. 
 
iii. Grassland - likes the scrub link at southern edge.  Suggests allowing 
clumps of shrubs to develop in grassland for habitat value.   
 
iv Makes suggestions about litter - placement of a bin in woodland area and 
possible removal of large items of domestic rubbish in valley behind Jockey 
Bank.  
 
v. Woodland management - points to risk of windthrow / snap in and around 
felling areas and raises the issues of size of felled areas and public 
perception regarding their impact. 
 
vi. Restocking - natural regeneration then planting if it fails?  Will ground 
preparation techniques be necessary?  Have you ever considered contract-growing 
of seed?  
 
 
The Trust's responses to these points were:- 
i. Disagree with argument to reduce pine presence and manage towards 
deciduous homogeneity on both sides of the Gorge.  The pines have significance 
in more than simple nature conservation terms - the woodland looks the way it 
does in the landscape because of its history.  There is no shortage of deciduous 
woodland around the Gorge and the local distinctiveness of the pitmound 
landscape, characterised particularly by pine on the western flank is of 
relatively more value and significance than the ecological benefits of changing 
management to encourage complete broadleaf cover. 
 
Felling / restocking in the pine - proposal to group fell / restock may well be 
outside the plan period but it is included to emphasise the value of this type 
of tree cover and the proposal to perpetuate it through appropriate management. 
 
The work plans are based on established and effective good practice. 
 
ii. The value placed on the heathlands relates primarily to them in the very 
local context of SGCT's own landholding.  It is accepted that they are small, 
vulnerable and of limited wider value (i.e. Telford / East Shropshire context) 
but they do represent significant biodiversity in the Trust holding, and as 
noted, they also have landscape and cultural value. 
 
iii. Grass cutting regime could be altered to allow islands of scrub to develop 
but the value of the open nature of the grassland is often remarked on by site 
users. 
 
iv. Bulk litter can be removed - best effected by SGCT contractors and can be 
taken forward shortly.  A bin is present at the northern boundary with Benthall 
View but tends to not get much use. 
 
v. It is possible, as it is in all selective felling sites, but careful 
choice of retained trees should reduce the chances.  Similarly, the careful 



planning and execution of felling work, with good local information and 
awareness is likely to reduce local concerns about intervention in an area that 
has seen little or no management for the past 60 years or so. 
 
vi. Objective is to '(regenerate pine) by either natural regeneration or 
restocking'.  Natural regeneration of Scots Pine is likely to be feasible - it 
may well be necessary to restock (i.e. replant) with Corsican Pine as it rarely 
regenerates naturally in local conditions. 
 
Simple ground preparation techniques may be required - light scarification with 
a rotovator or by hand, but references to this were omitted to keep the text 
simple and non-technical. 
 
Contract growing of seed - SGCT successfully grew site-specific ash and oak seed 
from Benthall Edge in the early 1990s, using a local nursery as contractor.  
There would appear to be merit in considering joint work on Telford pitmound 
pine seedlings and local hardwoods. 
 
 
 
 
 







Appendix A 
 
THE CROSTAN - Management work record 
 
PHYSICAL 
1.   Regular removal of regenerating (self-set) pine and hardwood seedlings 
from the heather area (annual programme each autumn) 
2.  Thinning of north-central woodland area to favour broadleaves and best SP. 
(Nov 93) 
3.  Upgrading of existing footpaths- safety surfacing on steps.  (Summer 95) 
4.  Installation of benches at key rest points, bins and boundary fencing at 
Benthall View car park.  (95 and 96) 
5. Main grassland area cut annually in early August and grass removed- this 
began in August 1995. 
6.  Removal of rubbish and silt from small pool adjacent to car park.  (March 
96) 
7.  Approx. 30% of mature, even-aged heather cut to promote regeneration and 
age class diversity.  (Nov. 95)  An unplanned burn of the remaining heather area 
took place in April 1997.  
8.   Boundary fencing installed along northern boundary of grassland area- 
(1997). 
9.  Definitive footpaths signed and western section of footpath no. 136 (links 
Madeley Hill into western woodland area) cleared for re-use (1997).   
 
 
SURVEY/MONITORING 
1.  The Crostan was included in a survey of breeding bird activity (Spring / 
Summer 95) 
2. Commissioned ecological survey of heath area- SGCT Heathland Survey- 
(1996). 
3. A follow-up survey in June 1998 examined the flora of both the cut and 
burnt areas of heather.  
 
 
OTHER 
1.  SGCT / SWT Environmental Education Project - 1995.  
 Crostan used as a local study site. 
 Involved several local schools- William Reynolds, Dark Lane-Broseley, 
Madeley Court, Ironbridge & Coalbrookdale. 
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